Work of Art ~ The Collection

A stroke of beauty a palette of pain a
rendering of passion creating a work of art
In a life driven by passion, famed artist
Maxfield Caswell lives in a world of
brilliant color and drama, pushing his art
and affairs to his emotional edge. Hes
stunning, charismatic and celebrated in the
art world, but are the trappings of fame
also destroying him?
Ava Jacobs is
diligently working toward an art career of
her own when shes swept off her feet by
the self-destructive artist creating a world
of sensuality and all-consuming love. But
will the pain of the past and turmoil of the
present make their future uncertain? From
desire and mystery, to a muse that almost
slips away, The Work of Art Collection
will be the inspiration that has you
breathless for the unveiling of their final
masterpiece. ***The Collection is the
complete Work of Art trilogy with an
additional 50 pages of bonus material in
Maxs point of view. For mature readers
18+***

Unfinished Conversations: New Work from the Collection brings together works by The Museum of Modern Art. The
artists that make up this intergenerationalAnother great strength is the collection of Chinese Buddhist sculpture from the
5th through the 19th century. The collections of antiquities and works of art rangeSearch the Metropolitan Museums
Collection Online.Today the collection exceeds 50,000 works of art the result of active acquisitions by patrons,
directors, and curators who continue Wadsworths dedication toDalis artwork collections exhibited in different Salvador
Dalis museums. Gala - Salvador Dali Foundation.From Byzantine altarpieces to pop art, learn all about paintings,
sculpture, prints, drawings, photographs, and other works in the collection. Browse the collectionThe Guggenheims
collections include art from the Impressionist-era to the present Installation view of works in the Thannhauser Gallery at
the Solomon R. models, Works on paper, Asian art. Paintings. Sculpture. Furniture and interiors. Fashion. Applied Arts.
Weapons and ship models. Works on paper. Asian artThe free Frick Collection app shows works of art on display users
can navigate the galleries with the interactive map. The Virtual Tour also includes a list ofA work of art, artwork, art
piece, piece of art or art object is an aesthetic physical item or artistic Many works of art are initially denied museum
quality or artistic merit, and later become accepted and valued in museum and private collections.Very famous
collections that are now dispersed include the a collection containing some 1,600 works of art, but were
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